Relating Perceptual Learning Styles of Engineering Students with Scanning Information in Text Scores
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Abstract

There are numerous factors, which reasonably affect teachers’ instructions. One of these factors is being aware of the learners’ learning styles. Shea’s work (1983) contributed that there is a strong correlation between learning styles and reading comprehensions. The present study investigated the correlation between Perceptual learning styles and scanning information in text scores. To achieve this, researcher randomly selected 382 undergraduates (male and female) engineering students of the Public sector Engineering University. Learning style survey questionnaire by Andrew D. Cohen, Rebecca L. Oxford, and Julie C. Chi (2001) was employed to examine the Perceptual learning style patterns and learning styles with respect to gender. In addition to this, reading test was conducted based on scanning skill. Pearson product-moment correlation test was applied to examine the correlation between the variables. It was found that a correlation exists between learning styles of engineering students and scanning information in the text. In addition to this, gender does play role in learning style preferences. This result would create awareness among all instructors or teachers the importance of learners’ unique learning style preferences that consequently affect teaching methodologies in all educational settings.
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1. Introduction

Reading competency in English is the core skill for engineering students. Through reading, they can grasp professional information and knowledge not only in academic settings, but also in the future career. No other language is extensively spread and used around the world as English and this includes Pakistan as well. Universities can play a leading role in polishing the future engineers to handle the increasing demand of attaining reading skills in the English language. According to Spretnak (1987), engineers spend nearly twenty-three percent of their total time in reading technical and business material.

Searching skill is another reading skill which is progressively important and implicates different processes than to reading to learn the whole passage. According to Dreher (1992), the aim of searching task is to locate or scan the specific information. In this process, students are not involved in reading the whole passage or reading material, instead, they ignore the irrelevant material. Not only engineers but also adults also have been observed to spend most of the time in scanning information for different purposes (Guthrie, Seifert, & Kirsch, 1986; Mikulecky, 1982; Kirsch & Guthrie, 1984). Furthermore, Brown (2007) elaborated that scanning skill is crucial in reading any piece of information as it facilitates extracting required information without wasting any time. Anderson et al. (1995) explained the use of scanning skill and stated that scanning skill is used to evaluate the reading material through quickly moving eyes and adapting speedy reading to comprehend the whole structure.

Successful reading programs in Pakistani educational system have been one of the critical issues. All English language teachers and practitioners facing huge challenges along with the learners. Various methods, approaches and techniques have been explored and discovered by the experts recently that deliver the need of modification in the curriculum, syllabus and instructional planning for the English language learners that can be matched with their preferred learning styles (Scanlon, Deshler, & Schumaker, 1996). This requirement is particularly important and inevitable at undergraduate level, specifically in engineering context where the students’ need to read for technical or specific information in English.
Research has recognized that some people prefer a singular (e.g., visual) style of learning and some incline to prefer diverse manners of learning (e.g., Visual plus auditory) (Fleming, 1995; Sarasin, 1998). Understanding or apprehending learning styles could be taken as a crucial factor of handling teaching strategies (Jaeger, Freeman, & Whalen, 2007).

The selected area of this study is of extraordinary significance in all learning settings, especially, in Pakistani educational context because it has been ignored up till now. No considerable attention has been given to the identification of learners’ learning styles’ applications and practices in the classrooms. This study highlighted the identification of Perceptual learning styles as it is highly related to reading skill.

This research investigated The Perceptual learning style preferences of undergraduate engineering students with respect to gender, and the correlation between Perceptual learning styles and the scanning information in text scores.

2. Literature Review

Defining learning style has been a difficult concern for the scholars in this field. The definition of learning style, according to Reid (1987) is “a term that describes the variations among learners in using one or more sense to understand, organize, and retain experience” (p. 89). For Claxton and Ralston (1978) it is a “consistent way of responding and using stimuli in the context of learning” (p. 7). Felder and Henriques (1995) gave a similar version to some extent as he said: “learning style describes the ways in which an individual characteristically acquire, retails and retrieves information” (p. 21). Grasha (1996) highlighted learning styles as representing the various roles learners perform in their classrooms, social synergy, interaction and communication among students, course contents and teachers. Smith and Renzulli (1984) indicated these definitions in a range of terms: “preferred sensory modalities (e.g., Visual, auditory, tactile) to descriptions of personality characteristics that have implications for behaviour patterns in learning situations (e.g., the need for structure versus flexibility)” (p. 45)

Mostly, learning styles might be reflected into three broad categories.

i) Perceptual Modality

ii) Information processing modality

iii) Personality and social interaction

According to Oxford (2003) learning styles “are the general approaches: global or analytic, auditory or visual—that students use in acquiring a new language or in learning any other subject.”

![Figure 1. Conceptual framework for the study](image)

Visual, auditory and tactile are the main dimensions of Perceptual learning styles have been focused in this study.

2.1 Evaluation of Former Studies on the Correlation Between Gender and Learning Styles

This is the domain of which past studies have incredibly contributed and expanded our understanding. It
improved our insight into the importance of investigating and distinguishing learners, learning style with respect to gender difference (Akhlaghi, Mirkazemi, Jafarzade, & Akhlaghi, 2018). The aim of this kind of studies was to present prominent variations in learning styles with respect to gender. However, there are some studies which reported that gender did not influence significantly on the learner’s learning style. Some researchers have shown that male and female learners adopted same learning styles (Sarabi-Asiabar et al., 2015).

2.2 Learning Styles and Reading

Carbo (1984) delivered a different perspective of learning styles which was based on reading styles. It was a favourable method for reading features, as a learning choice and to label them “reading style” in overall form, which shared to the theory to a great extent; particularly, the studies that were conducted on the correlation between learning preferences and in collaboration with learning style. Linguists gave unique instances as they recognize reading that was based on learning preferences (Carbo, Dunn, & Dunn, 1986).

When analysing sensory reading comprehension and learning styles, it was revealed that there was an association between auditory, kinesthetic, and reading comprehension levels and visual learning styles (Williams, 2010). Geoghegan (1996) adopted a test that presented four sensory learning styles: visual, auditory, tactile and kinesthetic, results established that the kinesthetic and tactile, have collectively been more than the collective visual and auditory, so she summarized that the group was kinesthetically motivated.

2.3 The Relationship Between Learning Style and Reading Achievement

Carbo (1983a) reported that comparative research dealing with good and poor readers reveals considerable dissimilarity between the two groups on various elements of learning style, “particularly, perception, motivation, persistence, responsibility, structure, design, time of day and hemispheric preference” (p. 490). She further concluded that there are learners who do not learn through step-by-step guided teaching. Carbo’s findings supported to those of Price, Dunn and Sanders (1981), who used the LSI. Their research revealed that the elements assessing persistence, responsibility, ability to function fine in the afternoon and preference for an unceremonious strategy best distinguished between third and sixth class students who were identified as having extraordinary and stumpy reading success. The better readers preferred learning in a softly ignited, proper setting, required mobility, and were energetic, determined and accountable. They did not consider learning through their kinesthetic and tactile modalities did not function greatest in the afternoon or require food intake.

Price, Dunn and Sanders’ (1981) findings proposed that specific learning styles are the predictors to foresee any change in the student achievement, whether they would be good readers or not, for instance, the persistent, self-motivated, and responsible who do not choose to learn in a tactile learning style or kinesthetically. Students’ self-concepts are highly correlated to desirable learning habits (Griggs & Price, 1981).

However, regardless of the student’s identified perceptual strength, a treatment involving a visual approach achieved significance at the .05 level with students possessing auditory, visual and auditory/visual perceptual strengths. (Price, Dunn, & Sanders, 1981)

Summary of the research findings comparing learning styles and reading achievement reveals several consistent patterns. Students can accurately identify their preferred learning styles. When students are taught through preferred styles, academic performance is significantly better and conversely, when a mismatch occurs, achievement is significantly poorer.

2.4 Pakistani Context of Learning Styles

In Pakistan, identification of learning styles has not been given due importance in teaching and learning. Hardly any research done in learning style in relationship with reading, reading ability or reading comprehension. Khurshid and Mahmood (2012) found that social science students enjoy and mostly get involved in group type of learning style they prefer discussions, contrary to general science students love to employ auditory, kinesthetic and tactile learning style. Farooq and Regnier (2011) elaborated, in Pakistan, instructors may affect the quality of education in a very negative way due to the fact that they are mostly untrained which consequently eliminates the awareness of learning styles.

There are other studies conducted on learning styles in Pakistan in relation with academic for example Akhtar, and Arif (2011) examined the relationship of cognitive styles with students ‘academic achievement in the subject of science at the elementary level’. A cross-sectional study; Shukr, Zainab, and Rana (2013) identified and investigated the learning styles of undergraduate and postgraduate students of medical studies; perceptual learning styles were examined with respect to academic achievement and gender by Siddique, Abbas, Riaz, and Nazir (2014); Farooq and Regnier (2011) tried to explore that how the quality of learning was influenced by
learning styles at different levels; Khurshid and Mahmood (2012) explained the learning styles of natural sciences; Gujjar and Tabassum (2011) assessed learning styles not only of students but also of teachers at federal college of education humanities students at graduate level.

Same is the case with reading comprehension and reading ability. In this case as well not a very significant work has been done in Pakistan in relation to learning styles. Shaheen (2015) conducted a study on the relationship Between practices and beliefs of English teaching reading instruction. Rahim (2003) investigated how to facilitate teaching in developing reading comprehension skill. Hashwani (2000) studied different variables that affect reading difficulties in children like pronunciation, phonics, spellings and others but not included the learning styles of the students.

These all studies discovered that a little research was done in the area of learning style in relationship with reading and reading comprehension in Pakistan; therefore, this research gap provides a rationale for the present study. The present study will be great contribution in the field of literature of learning style in Pakistani context. It will facilitate other research scholars to discover various contexts of learning styles, especially for engineering students in a relationship with important reading skill, scanning.

2.5 Scanning for Specific Information

Scanning is reading for particular facts of information. It is a purposeful reading, and its purpose is to acquire very specific reading goals. Jordon (1980) has said a variety of texts appropriate for scanning are dictionaries, indexes, maps, advertisements, materials and reference etc.

According to Yussen, straight and Payne (1993), scanning is the most common activity used in schools, colleges or university where students need to locate or search required information to answer a query, look up for an unknown fact, and definition of unfamiliar terms or concepts asked by the teacher. Guthrie (1988); Kirsch and Mosenthal (1990) pointed out that a lot of research has been done in examining the processes involved in reading the texts to recall or remember and comprehend them, but little research has been conducted in examining the processes involved in searching or locating information in texts.

According to Kirsch and Jungeblut (1986), the U.S. National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) highlighted three different facets of reading comprehension (i) locating or scanning information in text, (ii) interpreting and producing text information and (iii) organising principle and generating a theme from the text information.

The difference between proficiency in reading comprehension and in scanning the required information in the text is related to the view of unique processing (Bransford, Franks, Morris, & Stein, 1979). On the basis of this model, the achievement of competence in reading comprehension Is not possible to assist achievement in locating information, because the processing demand for the two kinds of tasks is not the same.

The primary objectives of the Study are to:

- To provide research in Pakistani context regarding Perceptual learning styles and scanning information in text.
- To investigate the Perceptual Learning styles of engineering students.
- To investigate the Perceptual learning styles with respect to gender.
- To investigate the correlation between Perceptual learning styles and scanning information in text scores.

3. Method

The researcher used correlational design. Creswell (2002) stated that correlational design is useful to examine the association or relationship between variable X and variable Y. Correlational designs are the method in quantitative studies in which the researchers investigate the level of relation or association between two variables or more using method of correlational analysis or statistical method. This kind of relationship is termed as a number predicting if the variables are associated or not or if one variable can predict or influence another.

The present study attempted to examine the correlation or relationship between the two variables: learning styles and scanning information in text scores.

3.1 Research Questions

1) What are the perceptual learning styles preferences of engineering students at undergraduate level in terms of the dimensions?

2) What are the perceptual learning styles preferences of engineering students at undergraduate level with respect
to gender?

3) Is there any correlation between perceptual learning styles of engineering students and scanning information in text scores?

3.2 Hypotheses

1) \( H_{01} \): There is no statistically significant correlation between visual learning style and scanning information in text score.

2) \( H_{02} \): There is no statistically significant correlation between auditory learning style and scanning information in text score.

3) \( H_{03} \): There is no statistically significant correlation between kinesthetic learning style and scanning information in text score.

3.3 Population

The population of this study is undergraduate engineering students at Public Sector University. In this study, probability sampling approach with simple random technique was used from which 382 students were selected. The target population was undergraduate engineering students of Pakistan.

3.4 Research Instruments

- Learning Style Survey questionnaire created by Cohen, Rebecca Oxford and Julie Chi (2003) was adopted and in this study only Perceptual learning style section was investigated.
- Scanning information test was adapted from Reading for IELTS by Els Van Geyte (2011), 1st edition.

4. Result

Table 1. Overall perceptual learning style preferences of engineering students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How do students use physical senses</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditory</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinesthetic</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>37.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the selected random sample of 382 participants, the Table 1 shows that in the First part: How do students use my physical senses, Kinesthetic is the most preferred learning style with the frequency of 143 (37.4%).

Table 2. Perceptual learning style preferences with respect to gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How do students use physical senses</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditory</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinesthetic</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When investigated learning style through the gender perspective Table 2, in some learning styles a difference in the preferences has been observed. Table 2 demonstrates in the first part, first group Visual learning style, females have dominated (male = 42.3% vs. female = 57.7%). In Auditory learning style, males ruled over female (male = 56.2% vs. female = 43.8%). While Kinesthetic used more by female (male = 40.6% vs. female = 59.4%).
4.1 Hypotheses Testing

Table 3. Pearson’s product moment correlations for visual with scanning information in text score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Visual Scanning Information In Text Score(V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>1.979**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Information In Text Score(V)</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Information In Text Score(V)</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Information In Text Score(V)</td>
<td>1.979**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Information In Text Score(V)</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ** p < .01.

A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was measured to calculate the relationship or association between the Visual learning style and Scanning information in text score (V). As expected, Table 3 showed a very strong positive correlation between the two variables, $r = .979**$, $n = 111$, $p = .000$. The significance value is ($p = 0.000$) less than the standard level of alpha ($p = .05$). Therefore, it is concluded that alternative hypothesis was accepted and null hypothesis was rejected. It can be said that there is a statistically significant relationship between visual learning style and scanning information in text score (V).

Table 4. Pearson’s product moment correlations for auditory with scanning information in text score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Auditory Scanning Information In Text Score(A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auditory</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.981**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Information In Text Score(A)</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Information In Text Score(A)</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Information In Text Score(A)</td>
<td>0.981**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Information In Text Score(A)</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ** p < .01.

A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was investigated to examine the relationship between the Auditory learning style and Scanning information in text score (A). Table 4 revealed a very significant positive correlation between the two variables, $r = .981**$, $n = 128$, $p = .000$. The significance value is ($p = 0.000$), less than standard level of alpha ($p = .05$). It is concluded that alternative hypothesis was accepted and null hypothesis was rejected. It can be claimed that there was statistically a very significant relationship and association between auditory learning style and scanning information in text score (A).

Table 5. Pearson’s product moment correlations for Tactile/Kinesthetic with scanning information in text score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tactile/Kinesthetic Scanning Information In Text Score(K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tactile/Kinesthetic</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactile/Kinesthetic</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactile/Kinesthetic</td>
<td>.986**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Information In Text Score(K)</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Information In Text Score(K)</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Information In Text Score(K)</td>
<td>.986**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Information In Text Score(K)</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ** p < .01.

A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was applied, to measure the relationship between the Tactile/Kinesthetic learning style and Scanning information in text score (K). Table 5 presented a strong positive correlation between the two variables, $r = 0.986**$, $n = 143$, $p = 0.000$. The significance value is ($p = 0.000$), less than the standard level of alpha ($p = .05$). Therefore, it is concluded that alternative hypothesis was accepted and null hypothesis was rejected, which demonstrated that there was statistically significant relationship between Kinesthetic learning style and scanning information in text score (K).
5. Conclusions

The first aim of the present research was to explore the Perceptual Learning style preferences of engineering undergraduate students. Besides, the researcher explored the gender difference in these preferred learning style. In addition to this, the most important aim was to examine any possible correlation between learning style preferences and scanning information in text scores, with intent, highlighting the crucial significance of understanding learning styles not only for learners but also for teachers. Decisively, underlining the misunderstanding between reading comprehension and most important reading skill under discussion here was scanning skill.

In the first dimension, perceptual or sensory learning style which represented how students use physical senses, generally, it was assumed that students who were visually strong they could only read efficiently, but as the researcher explored engineering students learning styles so it was observed that predominantly kinesthetic learning style was used by undergraduate engineering students. Students understand better and take keen interest if a teacher and instructor make them involved in group activities, pair work, making assignments, giving presentations and allow them to move while doing any task in the classroom. The instructional plan should be such in which students tend to move for some time and not sitting still continuously. Kinesthetic students find it easier to learn practically which represented the quality of being engineering students. The teacher must offer hands-on practices to comprehend language, culture or any other subject by using nonverbal strategies as well.

Referring to the achieved result to the research question two, in perceptual or sensory learning style, females found to be more visual and kinesthetic whereas males were observed to be more auditory.

It can be said that engineering student’s classroom is based on multiple learning styles. In perceptual learning style dimension the results of this research showed most dominating learning styles were kinesthetic, which is supported by the Ictenbas and Eryilmaz (2011), stated that the Kinesthetic learning style was the mainly preferred learning style among different types of engineering students. Further studies are also in line with Ramburuth and McCormick (2001), Moenikia, Alipour and Ghaderi, (2009), Bahadori, Sadeghifar, Tofighi, Mamikhani, and Nejati (2011). Ramburuth and McCormick (2001) stated that Asian learners were more auditory and kinesthetic and they possibly showed group learning pattern which is in our case extrovert learning style. However, the present study results are different with the results of the study that established that most of the students were visual based on the investigation of perceptual learning style preferences of Palestinian students (Naqeeb & Awad, 2011). There may be various reasons that cause this dissimilarity in the educational system of Pakistan; for instance, instructors do not employ visual assistance in their instructional methods. The learners in this case are habitual of using auditory or any other style instead of using visual in higher studies as well.

According to the results of this study all the learning styles have shown a positive correlation between learning styles and scanning information in text scores. Generally, it is assumed that only VARK can have a relationship with reading achievement. But when investigated in this study it was found that all 23 learning styles have a positive correlation between scanning skills the most important reading skill. Every individual has his own unique learning style with the help of which he or she learns anything. It is difficult for the instructor to accommodate all different individuals in one learning style. There were some studies that have conducted on the correlation or relationship between learning style preferences and reading comprehension or reading achievement, but no study has been found in the correlation between learning style preferences and scanning information in text or simple scanning skill a basic reading strategy or reading skill.

The results of the present study are similar to Jafarpanah, and Farahian (2016) showed that there is a strong positive correlation between learning strategies and Iranian EFL learning styles. The results are also in line with Jafarpanah and Farahian (2016) demonstrated that there was a strong correlation between visual and auditory with metacognitive reading strategy. Another study of Gürses and Bouvet (2016) found to be parallel with this study validated the results that learning style affects the use of reading strategies. Further, Sadeghi, Kasim, Tan and Abdullah (2012) shared the related result in the research that there was a correlation between learning styles and reading comprehension.

The results of the present study exposed that a correlation exists between learning styles of engineering students and scanning information in the text. This deduction has some implications. The purpose of this research was twofold the first was to draw the attention of all the teachers and instructors towards the students’ individual unique learning style and secondly, to assert how far learning styles were related and important for teaching and learning reading skills. Moreover, the researcher also highlighted the misinterpretation of reading comprehension and scanning skill that is scanning information in the text. The research has proved that there is a correlation between learning Perceptual learning style preferences and scanning information in text scores of engineering.
students at the undergraduate level at Public Sector University.
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